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Abstract

In the hedonic analysis literature, there has been much discussion on the conditions
of sale or the context, motivating factors, and contract specifics associated with real
estate transactions. As conditions of sale are often present in commercial real estate
transactions, the limited insight into their marginal price effects attenuates the
effectiveness of both research and practice. The objective of this paper is to analyze
the literature surrounding conditions of sale. We examine the hedonic literature to
gain perspective on the extent to which conditions of sale could be an appropriate
variable cluster added to hedonic analysis models. We summarize and thematically
organize the empirical findings on specific conditions of sale in the real estate
literature to help guide future ex ante empirical expectations.

The real estate literature contains a significant volume of research dedicated to hedonic
analysis. This deep well of literature has contributed to the collective understanding
of how hedonic models are constructed and how property prices vary as a function
of a broad range of factors. However, despite the breadth of exploration and the
maturity of the research tradition, little attention has been paid to conditions of sale,
or the group of elements of comparison, that provide important context to and
underpin most commercial real estate (CRE) transactions.

The Appraisal Institute (AI) identifies conditions of sale as one of the elements of
comparison in identifying comparable transactional data. Although the AI describes
several attributes, such as short sales or bank owned real estate, as being illustrative
of conditions of sale, no specific grouping or list is articulated (Appraisal Institute,
2013). Given the thematic signals from the AI, conditions of sale here are defined as
the group of metrics that describe the real estate transaction context, motivating
factors, and contract specifics. For example, a 1031 tax exchange, in which capital
gains are deferred through a like kind exchange, is a condition of sale. In a 1031, the
buyer or the seller (or perhaps both) are tax and time motivated. This motivation
relative to the time table established by the IRS relative to purchases and sales creates
important context.

Recently, a small number of empirical studies (Wiley and Wyman, 2012; Gatzlaff and
Liu, 2013; Liu, Gallimore, and Wiley 2013; Robinson and McAllister, 2015; Robinson
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and Sanderford, 2015) used clusters of control variables called ‘‘conditions of sale’’
in CRE hedonic models. Their inclusion of this control variable cluster suggested
suspicion that conditions of sale contribute both substantively and econometrically to
the models—helping to sharpen the coefficient estimates of other variables of interest
and to provide new insight into the variability of asset prices. However, despite their
inclusion in these models, little was reported on their effects. Further, while a number
of conditions of sale have been analyzed in hedonic models on an individual basis,
the lack of any comprehensive study in the literature creates substantial obstacles.
Primarily, it limits the ability of researchers, investors, appraisers, and assessors to
develop ex ante theoretical expectations about their potential price effects and to
respond appropriately to statistical model results. The extent to which these variables
concurrently, materially or consistently influence CRE transaction prices is unclear.
To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive review of the hedonic literature exists
justifying the inclusion of conditions of sale on transaction prices or the empirically
derived estimates of their effects.

To close the literature gap, the objective of this paper is to assess the literature
surrounding conditions of sale in two ways. First, we examine the hedonic analysis
literature to develop perspective about the potential to include conditions of sale
variables as a cluster of control variables in CRE-oriented hedonic analysis models.
Second, we review the empirical findings on a number of individual conditions of
sale. The paper is organized to first provide background on hedonic analysis, the
context, and tools in which conditions of sale could be utilized. In the next section,
we describe the types of conditions of sale clusters and suggest several types of
conditions of sale variables that could be included in hedonic analyses. In the
following section, we summarize the extant literature describing the individual price
effects of the conditions of sale metrics identified in the prior section. We provide
concluding remarks in the last section and challenges future research to empirically
test the theoretical findings drawn together here.

HEDONIC VALUATION LITERATURE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Drawing on the first systematic research on the influence of quality on commodity
prices (Waugh, 1929), Court (1939) introduced the term ‘‘hedonic’’ into the economics
lexicon (Sheppard, 1999). Building upon this and other related research, Griliches
(1961, 1971) demonstrated the broader utility of hedonic modeling, which is creating
opportunities for application to an array of disciplines (Follian and Jimenz, 1985).

Rosen (1974) provided the first comprehensive analysis of hedonic modeling in real
estate (Benefield, Rutherford, and Allen, 2012) in a study on home price variation.
To Rosen (1974), implicit markets were an important theoretical underpinning of the
housing price function. Though housing units are heterogeneous goods, they trade in
single markets yet do not have singular prices. In fact, consumers are often willing
to pay different amounts for identical housing units (Mayo, 1981).

Addressing this structure, it is assumed in the housing price model that the
heterogeneous houses are composed of bundles of homogenous individual
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commodities and those commodities tend to have singular prices (Sheppard, 1999).
Econometrically, this prior research shows consensus that rents or prices (V) tend to
be a function of structural factors (S), locational attributes (L), neighborhood
conditions (N), a wide array of externalities (E), and time (T) (Can, 1992; Sheppard,
1999). While there has been debate, traditionally, hedonic models have taken the
functional form of a single-stage regression with a log-transformed version of the
dependent variable (Sirmans, Macpherson, and Zietz, 2005). For illustrative purposes,
hedonic models are often specified using the generic functional form:

lnV 5 ƒ(x) S, L, N, E, T.

Within this framework, an array of factors has been examined. For example, beyond
the basic structural and locational characteristics, researchers have examined school
quality (Li and Brown, 1980; Brasington, 1999), the presence of urban trees (Sander,
Polasky, and Haight, 2010), environmental hazards (Bin, Kruse, and Landry, 2008),
and airport noise (Nelson, 2004). Importantly for the study of conditions of sale,
Shilling, Sirmans, Turnbull, and Benjamin (1992) argued that contractual factors could
be included in residential applications of hedonic modeling. Malpezzi (2003) and Pivo
and Fisher (2011) in CRE further clarified this, noting that contract characteristics
could provide useful control variables in hedonic models.

An important takeaway from the hedonics literature is the tension that helps shape
hedonic model specification. This tension is the competition between the dual goals
of statistical elegance through parsimony and increased explanatory power via
thorough specification. Econometrically, additional independent variables increase the
ability of the model to explain variation in the dependent variable. The attendant risk,
however, is in creating an in-elegant or an over-fit model. Conversely, under-specifying
a hedonic model can result in an attenuated ability to capture the relations between
variables. This tension, perhaps, helps to explain the lack of comprehensive analysis
of conditions of sale in the hedonic modeling literature.

HEDONIC ANALYSES AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Similar to housing, the commercial building stock is heterogeneous. Buildings are
composed of bundles of commodities for which price functions can be estimated
(Clapp, 1993). Rosen (1984), in one of the earliest systematic analyses of the factors
associated with variation in office rents, identified building size, measures of vacancy,
interest rates, construction costs, and tax laws as factors that influenced variation in
rent.

Brennan, Cannady, and Colwell (1984) and Glascock, Jahanian, and Sirmans (1990)
expanded this work and observed that both market conditions and contract variations
were predictors of office rent levels. Mills (1992), Dunse and Jones (1998), and Ho,
Newell, and Walker (2005) added insight and extended the list of structural attributes
with strong empirical relations to building rents. Relatedly, in a study focused on
shopping centers, Sirmans and Guidry (1993) used a hedonic framework and
discovered that rents varied significantly with attributes of centers’ architecture,
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location, and consumer drawing power. The significance of other locational attributes
was also examined in Sivitanidou (1996, 1997), McDonald and McMillen (2000), and
Farooq, Miller, and Haider (2010).

In a recent phase of commercial real estate oriented hedonic research, Fuerst and
McAllister (2009), Wiley, Benefield, and Johnson (2011), and Gabe and Rehm (2014)
demonstrated the accretion of model specification knowledge. In their studies of the
influence of sustainability features on office rents, these researchers argued that rents
are a function not just of structural attributes but of functional efficient design,
location, operational expense, lease terms, and occupancy attributes. Further, just as
in the residential exploration of hedonic techniques, a wide array of variables and
technique variations have been explored. For example, Laverne and Winson-Geideman
(2003) examined the price effects of trees and landscaping on office rents. Robinson
and Reichert (2015) illustrated the application of the hedonic grid regression using
commercial real estate data.

As indicated above, several recent studies have included various groups of conditions
of sale as a single cluster of control variables in hedonic analyses of office transactions
(Wiley and Wyman, 2012; Gatzlaff and Liu, 2013; Liu, Gallimore, and Wiley, 2013;
Robinson and McAllister, 2015; Robinson and Sanderford, 2015). The inclusion of
these variables as a cluster in each hedonic analysis suggests a belief that conditions
of sale add both informational and econometric value. Despite their inclusion, none
of the papers offered theoretical or empirical justification. Only one reported on the
empirical results relative to conditions of sale. Gatzlaff and Liu (2015) noted that
conditions of sale (giving the example of 1031 exchanges) were included in early
analytical models but were discarded for the publication edition of the manuscript.
The authors noted that the inclusion of these variables had no negative influence on
the models though were not included in published tables. The lack of justification and
limited reporting leaves unanswered questions about the extent to which a group of
conditions of sale metrics consistently or materially influence transaction prices.

In the context of the findings from both the hedonic analysis literature focused on
both housing and CRE, it appears that if conditions of sale can be measured and
appropriately specified, there is no clear substantive or econometric obstacle that
would preclude their inclusion in models using hedonic techniques. According to
standard appraisal practice, conditions of sale provide utilitarian detail about
transactions. As such, their inclusion as control variables in large national regressions
could provide useful informational and econometric additions to CRE hedonic models
as control variables. Moreover, forming expectations around the price effects of these
factors, when included concurrently, continues to pose an informational challenge.

CONDITIONS OF SALE AS POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT FACTORS

In reviewing both the theoretical and empirical research on and using hedonic
techniques, it appears that conditions of sale have been explored in the literature but
only on a limited and individual basis. Importantly, there has not yet been a focused
analysis where multiple conditions of sale have been theoretically justified and tested
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empirically. In the context of such a gap in the literature, the second goal of this
paper is to summarize the relevant empirical research on individual conditions of sale.
This review could serve as the informational justification for including multiple
conditions of sale in future hedonic analyses of CRE transactions. Towards that goal,
five categories of conditions of sale metrics are posited as a first step. The categories
are offered to provide summary and thematic guide posts and are intended as a starting
point for future discussion and research.

Notably, as there was only conceptual guidance on what constituted conditions of
sale, these clusters were developed via a grounded theory approach. Papers using the
phrase ‘‘conditions of sale’’ and notes and typological queues from the Appraisal
Institute informed the initial stage of the literature exploration. Then, using the key
topical results from the initial stage (e.g., 1031 exchanges, short sales, REO, distress),
selective reviews of individual conditions of sale were conducted. Evidence from the
commercial real estate literature was prioritized. However, where the CRE literature
was silent on several conditions of sale, literature from housing was included. Where
housing and commercial real estate differ in critical ways, discussions of relevant
conditions of sale provide notes about the extent to which results may or may not
help to guide ex ante empirical estimates.

The proposed thematic clusters are mode of sale/ investment type, negative property
issues, tenant related issues, fee simple restrictions, and site clustering and re-use.
Literature analyzing the metrics in hedonic models is summarized where possible. In
the event hedonic oriented analyses were not available, the results of other forms of
analysis are described. Exhibit 1 is a summary of this work including both directional
effects and sources.

CONDITION OF SALE LITERATURE SUMMARY

MODE OF SALE

1031 Exchanges. 1031 tax deferred exchanges permit the exchange of like kind assets
with deferred tax consequences (Ling and Petrova, 2008). Research has indicated a
significant price premium of 15%–35% for office properties and also a premium for
apartment buildings, but only for those apartments with a sale price under $1 million
(Ling and Petrova, 2008). Additional office research identified a mean premium of
$71.84 PSF for commercial real estate transactions utilizing a 1031 exchange (Johnson
and Wiley, 2008). Further, Holmes and Slade (2001) found a 7.9% premium for 1031
exchanges in the apartment sector. Huang, Miller, Sherrick, and Gomez (2006) and
Dillard et al. (2013) observed that 1031 exchanges increase the value of agricultural
land transaction by an average of 1.32%.

Distressed Sale. Distressed sales occur when an owner is compelled to sell under some
form of duress (e.g., bankruptcy). Moreover, in a distressed sale situation, the seller
may be constrained by a synthetic or exogenously imposed timetable (Shilling,
Sirmans, Turnbull, and Benjamin, 1992). Perhaps reflecting this and other constraints,
Pennington-Cross (2006) noted that distressed properties appreciated at slower rates
than other housing units in similar markets. Forgey, Rutherford, and Van Buskirk
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Exhibit 1

Conditions of Sale Literature by Cluster

Mode of Sale References

1031 Exchange (1) Dillard et al. (2013), Johnson & Wiley (2008), (1) Ling &

Petrova (2008), (1) Holmes & Slade (2001), (1) Huang et al. (2006)

Distressed Sale (n /d) Shilling et al. (1990), (2)Forgey et al. (1994), (2) Hardin &

Wolverton (1996), (2) Pennington-Cross (2006), (0) Carroll et al.

(1997)

Investor NNN (2) Reichardt (2014), (n /d) Graff (1999)

Land Contract (0) Ma et al. (2012), (2) Kowalski & Paraskevopoulos (1991)

Option Sale (1) Titman (1985), (1 /2) Grenadier (1996), (n /d) Grovenstein et

al. (2011), (n /d) Shen and Pretorius (2013), (n /d) Devos et al.

(2014), (n /d) Lee et al. (2014)

Sale Leaseback (1) Sirmans & Slade (2009), (1) Grenadier (2005), (1) Fisher

(2004)

Short Sale (2) Clauretie & Daneshvary (2011), (2) Forgey (1994), (n /d) Calem

and LaCour-Little (2004)

REO (2) Curry (1991), (2) Hardin & Wolverton (1996), (2) Pennington-

Cross (2006)

Negative Property Issues

Contamination (2) Ready (2010), (2) Ihlanfeldt & Taylor (2004), (2) Thomas

(2002), (2) Thomas (2001), (2) Simons & Saginor (2006), (0)

Longo & Alberini (2006)

Deferred Maintenance (2) Crosby et al. (2016), (2) Williams (1997)

Reduced Occupancy (1) Shilton (1994), (2) de Wit & Van Dijk (2003), (2) Brounen &

Jennen (2009), (2) Ho et al. (2015)

Tenant Related Issues

Build to Suit (0) Ambrose (1991), (n /d) Naidu et al. (2006)

Enterprise Value (1) Fisher (1990), (0) Miller, Jones, & Roulac (1994), (n /d) Carter

(2009)

Single Tenant (1) Mooney et al. (1998)

Purchase by Tenant (n /d) Bueto & Albert (1998), (n /d) Grenadier (2005), (n /d) Nourse

& Roulac (1993)

Fee Simple Restrictions

Deed Restriction (1 /2) Hughes & Turnball (1996), (1) Guntermann & Moon (2002),

(1) Groves & Rogers (2011), (1) Sirmans & Turnball (1997)

Ground Lease (2) Capozza & Sick (1991), (2) Dale-Johnson (2000)

Historical Designation (1) Coulson & Leichenko (2001), (1) Cyrenne et al. (2006), (2)

Asabere et al. (1994), (2) Rosato et al. (2010)

Site Clustering & Reuse

Assemblage (1) Parli (2005)

Condo Conversion (2) Kelly (1998), (2) Schill et al. (2007), (1) Benjamin et al. (2008)

Redevelopment (1) Williams (1997), (1 /2) Capozza & Sick (1991), (2) Lentz & Tse

(1995)

Notes:

(1): Positive Price Effects

(2): Negative Price Effects

(1 /2): Mixed Price Effects

(0): No Significant Effects

(0 /2): Mixed Negative Effects

(n /d): Non-directional Guidance
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(1994) and Hardin and Wolverton (1996) suggested that that investors benefit from
distressed scenarios and are able to buy at a discount, although Carroll, Clauretie, and
Neil (1997) found no difference in housing sale prices in distressed conditions.

Investor NNN. Investor triple net (NNN) can be decomposed into two parts. The NNN
portion describes a specific lease typology where tenants are obligated to cover
operational expenses, real estate taxes, and insurance. Typically, the investment
descriptor refers to single tenant, or possible a small number, wherein the investor/
owner inherits few responsibilities of managing real estate. There is a growing body
of work on lease structure that has explored lease type differentiation and pricing
premiums (e.g., Wiley, 2014). With respect to price effects, Reichardt (2014) reported
a negative association between net lease prices and eco-labeled buildings. Echoing
the logical suspicion that lower management risk is associated with premium prices,
evidence has equated single tenant NNNs with corporate bonds, where the bond rating
of the firm can be assumed to be their metric of credit risk (Graff, 1999). A number
of articles referred to investor NNN transactions in the context of sale-leaseback,
discussed below. However, few articles were identified exclusively examining the
impact of this condition.

Land Contract. A land contract is typically a purchase contract where the property
owner finances the sale and the purchaser receives equitable title, though the title is
not formally transferred until the payment is complete. Kowalski and Paraskevopoulos
(1991) used a spatiotemporal variation of a hedonic model to examine industrial land
prices; discovering negative price effects. A recent study from agricultural and land
economics found a non-significant relation between price and a land contract for
commercial land. However, it did not explicitly analyze building transactions (Ma,
Swinton, Lupi, and Jolejole-Foreman, 2012). Since building transactions typically lack
the implicit real option of development inherent in commercial land, those findings
do not necessarily translate to commercial real estate.

Option Sale. In an option sale, the purchaser buys the right but not the obligation to
purchase the property at some agreed upon price within some defined time period.
No specific hedonic literature was found on the marginal price effect of purchasing
commercial real estate under an option. However, a related, but not equivalent strain
of literature utilized real options and other economic models to measure the empirical
theoretical relations between commercial real estate prices and various types of
options (Titman, 1985; Grenadier, 1996; Grovenstein, Kau, and Munneke, 2011; Shen
and Pretorius, 2013). Relatedly, the derivatives literature on Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REITs) has also similarly examined options pricing (Devos, McInish,
McKenzie, and Upson, 2014; Lee, Stevenson, and Lee, 2014). Given the corporate
finance literature and the gaps within the CRE literature, it is plausible to suspect a
negative price effect as some portion of the purchase price has already been
exchanged. Additionally, a rational buyer would typically exercise the option only
when the purchase price is lower than the market price unless other extenuating
circumstances such as an assemblage may be at play.

Sale-Leaseback. In a sale-leaseback, a firm sells a property it owns to an investor while
simultaneously leasing it from the new owner; freeing up capital. Given the low
occupancy or tenanting risk associated with the purchase, strong evidence from both
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theoretical and empirical perspectives noted that sale-leaseback conditions should be
and are positively associated with price premiums (Grenadier, 2005; Sirmans and
Slade, 2010).

Short Sale. A short sale describes a transaction in which the lender agrees to accept
a price for an asset that is less than the mortgage balance. Relative to developing
expectations about the empirical effects of this condition of sale, it is important to
note that the CRE literature was quiet. Theoretically, one would expect a negative
price effect in a transaction where a lender accepts a price inferior to its position
regardless of asset type. The residential real estate literature generally supports this
theory. Clauretie and Daneshvary (2011) found that short sales resulted in a less
substantial discount than foreclosure, although short sales have increased marketing
time and costs. They also observed that there were no spatial contagion pricing effects
associated with short sales transactions. Calem and LaCour-Little (2004) noted that
public policy created an important context for short sales. They indicated that risk
pricing in the context of banking capital requirements caused lenders to treat short
sales as unique transactions. In this respect, for more individualized treatment, the
more heterogeneous nature of CRE suggests that the findings could be similar but no
empirical study tests this.

Real Estate Owned. Like short sales, real estate owned (REO) is a suboptimal condition
of sale. REO is real property owned or held by a bank post foreclosure (or deed-in-
lieu) proceedings. Research across both the residential and commercial sectors
demonstrated negative associations between asset prices and the REO condition of
sale (Curry, Blalock, and Cole, 1991; Hardin and Wolverton, 1996; Pennington-Cross,
2006). These findings follow logically with rational expectations. Lenders might sell
at below market prices to encourage transaction speed. However, discounts to market
prices would likely only be tolerated to the point where regulatory and capital burdens
exceed the economic loss.

NEGATIVE PROPERTY CONDITIONS

Contamination. Contamination describes the presence of an environmental hazard on
real property. Heavily explored in the residential literature, several high-quality
summaries of hedonic research confirmed prima facie expectations that most
contamination is negatively associated with prices (Lentz and Tse, 1995; Ready, 2010;
Simons and Saginor, 2010). Less often a focus in commercial real estate research, the
extant literature supported the evidence from housing that contamination negatively
influences commercial property transaction prices (Thomas, 2001, 2002; Ihlandfedlt
and Taylor, 2004). However, not all agreed. Longo and Alberini (2006) observed no
price effects from contamination in commercial and industrial property transactions.

Deferred Maintenance. Deferred maintenance is a condition of sale metric denoting
insufficient repairs, capital investment, or updates made by a property owner. Although
a frequent topic in construction and architecture research, there did not appear to be
a significant investigation of this topic in the commercial real estate literature.
Obliquely related, Crosby, Devaney and Nanda (2016) discovered that the economic
impact of depreciation is non-linear, slowing for older properties. Williams (1997)
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used real options analysis to gain insight into the role of maintenance issues in
commercial property pricing. Given this literature and observations from practice, it
is reasonable to suspect that under-investment in and poor maintenance of physical
assets will tend to negatively influence their prices.

Limited Occupancy. Limited occupancy is a potential condition of sale that
encompasses a range of vacancy rates, but emphasizes the condition when a property
trades while experiencing abnormally high vacancy relative to its market. Where
occupancy or vacancy rates are common in CRE hedonic analyses, it is among the
better understood conditions of sale. Broadly, research suggests that high vacancy
negatively influences transaction prices. De Wit and Van Dijk (2003) showed that
vacancy was a factor in reducing sale prices as part of global time series analysis.
Brounen and Jennen (2009) indicated that vacancy rates below the long-term average
more significantly influenced rent during periods when employment increased. Ho,
Addae-Dapaah, and Glascock (2015) found that international returns have country
specific vacancy risks.

TENANT-RELATED ISSUES

Build to Suit. Build to suit is a common condition of sale describing how property
owners market and sell fully entitled land. It also describes the preference of a tenant
seeking to fully customize a space. In both cases, a developer will construct and lease
a custom facility to the specifications of a tenant. Evidence from the U.S. industrial
property market showed that build to suit variables are not significant predictors of
prices (Ambrose, 1990). Naidu, Heywood and Reed (2006) argued that as the Indian
CRE market evolves, build to suits offers efficiencies for all parties. Reasonably, given
the evidence, the condition of sale could influence transaction prices in either
direction. Price effects could be positive given locational or customization value.
Conversely, prices could be negative as a result of increased re-tenanting risk.

Enterprise Value. Business value is a potential condition of sale metric that describes
the phenomenon where ‘‘commercial ventures are worth much more than the value
of the real estate they are housed in, for example, restaurants, hotels and motels,’’
(Carter, 2009). The literature appears to provide limited insight and consensus on this
potential condition of sale. Fisher and Lentz (1990) provided evidence that retail mall
renewals were higher priced than new leases, suggesting marginal increases in
locational value. In contrast, Miller, Jones and Roulac (1994) advanced the argument
that business value runs with the land and is not a separate component.

Single Tenant. Single tenant buildings are those occupied exclusively by one firm and
describe an important piece of transactional context. Mooney, Vergin, and Mortrude
(1998) illustrated this context and analyzed the influence of lease structure (term and
options) and firm characteristics (firm beta) on capitalization rates for single-tenant
buildings. Fitting in with prior theory and expectations, they noticed that single-tenant
scenarios provided both positive and negative signals about the capitalized price of
commercial real estate. In other words, the price effect was contingent on the credit
quality of the tenant.
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Purchase by Tenant. Tenant purchases describe commercial building transactions where
a building tenant buys the building they occupy from its owner. Evidence related to
but not directly examining this topic suggested that there are significant connections
between the business strategy of a firm and its concurrent real estate strategy (Nourse
and Roulac, 1993). Further, others have empirically estimated the value of options
included in commercial leases that allow tenants to purchase buildings (Buetow and
Albert, 1998; Grenadier, 2005). However, despite these related studies, no direct
analyses of tenant purchases appear present in the CRE literature.

FEE SIMPLE RESTRICTIONS

Deed Restrictions. Deed restrictions are frequent conditions of sale. They are
commonly observed as conditions, covenants, and/or restrictions attached to the deed
of real property. These restrictions, unless found to violate a local, state, or federal
law (e.g., racial discrimination deed restrictions), run with the land through each sale
and limit the behavior of the owner relative to the property. Theoretically, these
restrictions were designed to reduce negative externalities (Sirmans, Turnball, and
Dombrow 1997; Groves and Rogers, 2011). Real estate research on deed restrictions,
as opposed to the more common analysis on deed restrictions as policy tools, has, for
example, examined the influence of age-based deed restrictions in housing (Hughes
and Turnball, 1996). This literature illustrated the positive pricing effects (Guntermann
and Moon, 2002; Rogers, 2010). While non-residential research on deed restrictions
exists, none is found that focuses on commercial real estate and the marginal price
effects of deed restrictions on transaction prices. The rational expectation is that more
restrictive covenants could exert positive and negative influences on CRE transaction
prices depending on their substantive focus. Greater restriction could increase
leaseability risk, although could also preclude less-desirable tenant types, potentially
affecting value if the restrictions exist in and around the area.

Ground Lease. A ground lease is a restriction oriented condition of sale that describes
the execution of a long-term lease conveying the right to use a particular piece of real
property for some purpose, which is often the construction or use of a building.
Ground leases are more common in high land cost (low availability) markets. Dale-
Johnson (2001) argued that ground leased property should trade at a discount to fee
for simple property due to impairment and timing constraints. Finding empirical
evidence for this argument, Capozza and Sick (1991) observed a significant negative
difference in pricing between ground leases and fee simple transactions in Canada.

Historical Designation. Historical designation refers to whether or not a commercial
building has been formally designated with state or federal agencies as a historical
structure. The literature reflected rational expectations given the constraints placed on
future building use and construction. On the one hand, designation was associated
with negative price effects relative to apartment buildings (Asabere, Huffman, and
Mehdian, 1994). On the other hand, evidence from the residential real estate research
posited that there are positive externalities associated with designation (Coulson and
Leichenko, 2001; Leichenko, Coulson, and Litsokin, 2001. Cyrenne, Fenton, and
Warbanski (2006) found that the assessed value of historical buildings appeared to be
higher than similar non-historical buildings, likely as a result of recent renovations.
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Historical status price effects may reflect the expectations and the potential use of
grants and/or tax credits across both housing and CRE. For example, Rosato et al.
(2010) found evidence that developers’ expectations of permitted use exerted the
largest impact on price over a historical designation.

SITE CLUSTERING AND REUSE

Assemblage. Assemblage is a condition of sale metric that summarizes the scenario
where multiple unique parcels (often adjoining) have been gathered together to create
the site for one single development project. Research on assemblage transactions
showed that gathering together a group of parcels can create value and also may
represent the highest and best use of that collection (Parli, 2005). Little appeared to
have been written on the price effect of assemblage. However, it does not seem
unreasonable to expect that assemblage transactions would create positive price
effects. A seller aware of a buyer’s intent may be able to extract a price premium
since the sum of the properties has incremental value to the buyer.

Condominium Conversion. Condominium conversions are a common condition of sale
in multi-family transactions. Less common in office transactions, this condition
describes the creation of individually deeded saleable spaces from one single-deed
master space (e.g., an apartment building or office building into residential or
commercial condos). Easier to measure on a before-after basis than with cross-
sectional transaction data more typically used in hedonic models, Kelly (1998) found
evidence that residential co-ops traded at a discount to other apartments. Schill, Voicu,
and Miller (2007) confirmed this phenomenon. Benjamin, Chinloy, Hardin, and Wu
(2008) discovered a spatial spillover effect relative to conversions. Condominium
conversion in South Florida increased not just the subject property price, but the price
of all apartment complexes in the vicinity.

Redevelopment. Redevelopment describes a condition of sale denoting significant
change to the buildings on a site or full re-shaping of an entire site. Whether a full
scrape, re-working of the land, building new buildings, or simply an adaptive reuse
of the site or building, there does not appear to be consensus about the price effects
of this condition on property sales. On the one hand, research suggested positive price
effects (Williams, 1997), while on the other there was evidence of both mixed effects
(Capozza and Sick, 1991) and negative effects (Lentz and Tse, 1995, although the
latter is largely focused on a sample of properties with environmental contamination.

CONCLUSION

Where conditions of sale describe an important transactional context, experience
and theory would lead one to suspect that they add both econometrically and
informationally to CRE hedonic analyses when included as group of control variables.
However, other than individual examinations of single conditions of sale and several
recent studies grouping them as a single control variable, it was unclear the extent to
which conditions of sale materially or consistently influence transaction prices. In this
context, the objective of this paper was to assess the real estate literature surrounding
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conditions of sale in two ways: first, evaluating whether or not there were structural
or econometric obstacles to including conditions of sale in CRE hedonic models and
second, summarizing, organizing, and assessing the extant (though decentralized)
hedonics literature germane to conditions of sale.

The hedonic techniques literature indicated no obstacles to the addition of conditions
of sale variables as a cluster of control variables in CRE hedonic models. In fact, the
findings on contract conditions suggest they would add econometric and informational
value. Upon reviewing the empirical findings on specific conditions of sale, it appears
that that these factors could be decomposed into the subcategories: fee simple
restrictions, mode of sale, negative property issues, tenant related controls, and site
clustering and reuse. Further, empirical evidence from studies focused on individual
conditions of sale variables that fit into these categories is gathered here to help inform
future empirical analyses. Given this centralization, and the recent growth in the
volume and specific measures captured in transaction databases, future studies should
conduct systematic or deeper individualized empirical analyses of conditions of sale
variables in CRE focused hedonic models using these findings as the basis for ex ante
empirical expectations.
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